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ABSTRACT
The transportation sector is a major contributor to global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and
consequently, anthropogenic climate change. Transitioning to low-carbon policies, technologies and
behaviours could provide opportunities for emissions reductions. Yet to date, there is little evidence of a
meaningful and systemic low-carbon transport transition. Moreover, while there is some evidence of
fossil fuel intensive private transport ‘peaking’, freight movements are growing. The urban freight
industry in particular has undergone rapid transformation as social practices alter in the wake of
information communication technologies and the Internet. Simultaneously, academic interest in urban
freight delivery has grown. This paper represents the first attempt to take stock of this burgeoning
literature, to sketch out the landscape, and to illuminate research gaps and priorities going forward. It
presents the results of a quantitative systematic review of urban freight literature (n=265, 1972-2014),
and a qualitative thematic review of a sub-sample of the literature (n=35) that were determined to have
a sustainability focus. The paper reports on descriptive characteristics of the field, including the growth
and direction of research, geographic focus and research themes. Findings are discussed in light of the
need for radical GHG emissions reductions, and the contribution that urban freight research can make to
this end.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been proposed that the earth has entered a new geological epoch (Crutzen & Steffen, 2003). This
era, known as the Anthropocene, is distinguished from the previous epoch by the dominating influence
of humans on biological, chemical and geological processes. The Anthropocene characterises the wideranging impacts that humans are having on the earth, including, but not limited to, climate change.
Anthropogenic climate change is caused by the release of greenhouse gases (GHG) into the atmosphere,
a large contribution of which relate to the current, high-carbon system of transportation. Transport is
intricately connected to systems of production and consumption, and as such, is forced to adapt to
evolving social and economic practices. The impacts of motorised transport modes on the local through
to global environment are well-reported (Hickman & Banister, 2014). Local impacts include air pollution
and road traffic accidents, and globally concerns relate to the release of carbon dioxide (CO₂) into the
atmosphere. Transport contributes 23% to energy-related CO₂ emissions (IEA, 2009), and road transport
accounts for 72% of transport sector direct GHG emissions. Transport is also highly dependent on oil,
exposing it to volatility in terms of price and supply. In 2010, 53% of global primary oil consumption was
used to meet 94% of total transport energy demands (Sims et al., 2014). While there is evidence that, in
some locations, household demand for car-based travel has ‘peaked’ (Goodwin & van Dender, 2013),
new modes of consumption (e.g. online shopping) are changing demand for localised freight delivery
systems.
Urban freight transport is defined as “…being concerned with the movement of things (as distinct from
people) to, from, within and, through urban areas” (Ogden, 1992: p.14). The importance of urban freight
movements relate not only to its role facilitating business activity, sustaining existing lifestyles, and
driving economic growth (Anderson et al. 2005), but also as a distributor of consumer products including
food (Aftabuzzaman & Mazloumi, 2011). Increasing demand for urban freight, and rising levels of
urbanisation are driving academic interest in freight delivery, underscoring the importance of
sustainability to this industry. At the same time, there is mounting pressure for a systemic, low-carbon
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transport transition. Its dependence on oil, and the comparative difficulty in shifting from high-emitting
heavy vehicle modes, makes urban freight a particularly interesting and important transport issue in the
Anthropocene.
There has been a detectable shift in the urban freight industry over the past decade; a particularly
relevant change is the transition from predominantly document delivery to the delivery of small parcels.
In addition, the sites of delivery have changed as freight is increasingly delivered into residential spaces,
the result of growing business to consumer interactions (e.g. online shopping). These changes have
implications for material culture (e.g. the vans used), practices (e.g. delivery routes), and norms (e.g.
delivery time expectations) (Stephenson et al., 2015; Stephenson et al., 2010). Thus it can be
hypothesised that a wide variety of disciplines are interested in, and actively researching, the delivery of
freight goods in urban spaces and that the growth in freight deliveries will result in increased academic
attention over time. A second hypothesis relating to the environmental impact of freight is that the
growth of freight delivery, coupled with increasing awareness of the need for CO₂ reductions (both in
general and specifically related to transport), will draw attention to the environmental impacts of urban
freight transport, evidenced by an increase in quantity and scope of publications.
To date, however, while there have been disciplinary or topical reviews of urban freight research
(Arvidsson, Woxenius, & Lammgard, 2013; Wolpert & Reuter, 2012) there has been little by way of a
comprehensive, systematic review of the wide-ranging urban freight literature. This paper addresses this
gap by presenting the findings of a review of English language urban freight literature from academic
journals and conference proceedings published between 1972 and 2014.
This paper is structured as follows; first, detailed methods are presented outlining the systematic
approach adopted by the authors. Second, the quantitative measures are detailed, identifying key
trends and gaps in the literature between 1972 and 2014. A subsample of the literature, n= 193 articles
published between 2009 and 2014 is then used to examine more recent trends. Third, a qualitative
thematic review of a sub-sample of the literature (n=35) focused on sustainability is presented,
supported by quantitative trends. This is then followed by a discussion of the findings and the
identification of research gaps and future research directions.
METHOD
Research papers published in English language journals and conference proceedings on ‘urban freight’
were obtained by searching electronic databases of scientific journals. These two sources were selected
due to their importance as outlets of academic research, use of a peer-review process, and disciplinary
significance. The systematic literature review was conducted between February and July 2015, with
documents exported on February 18th 2015. Two publications for 2015 were included in this sample,
but excluded from analysis so not to misrepresent annual change trends.
Initially, four electronic databases were compared for the number of results and types of source
materials obtained using the keywords “urban freight” (in quotation marks): Google Scholar, Web of
Science, Academic OneFile, and Scopus. The search for “urban freight” yielded the following quantitative
results for each database: Google Scholar (4700), Web of Science (239), Scopus (278), and Academic
OneFile (6). Based on the number and accuracy of results, the “Scopus” and “Web of Science” databases
were selected for us in this research. They offered a more focused and manageable number of results
than Google Scholar. Furthermore, using both Scopus and Web of Science (WOS) overcame database
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bias, since Scopus has “a noticeable European and Elsevier-publisher bias” whereas Web of Science has
an American bias (HLWIKI, 2015). Additional key word search terms were considered including “metro
freight”, “urban goods movement” and “urban logistics”, however these terms appeared to be discipline
specific, the results replicated those from “urban freight”, or returned null results. It was therefore
decided that just one term (“Urban Freight”) would be used in the literature search and retrieval.
Limitations to this approach are acknowledged by the authors, with the sample potentially missing
important urban freight literature that did not use the term “urban freight”.
The review was conducted applying the systematic literature protocol described by Pickering and Byrne
(2014). Search parameters included: Search article title, abstract, keywords (both), “urban freight”
(both), date range: 1900 – present (WOS), date range: 1966 – present (Scopus), Document types – all
(Scopus), Subject areas – all (Scopus). 504 articles were exported, excluding categories such as book
chapter, review, conference review, book, editorial, report, undefined, editorial material, and meeting
abstract. All references were imported into EndNote X7 reference software. Of the original 504
publications, ninety-four duplicates were excluded. All remaining references were screened for
eligibility. For instance, 17 book chapters which had been incorrectly exported were excluded from the
analysis. Full text copies were obtained for 289 articles, four articles could not be retrieved by the
researchers, despite an intensive search and attempts via Interlibrary Loans. Twenty two articles were
not reviewed due to incomplete information, and foreign language text. In total, 267 valid and complete
articles for the period 1972 – 2015 were reviewed. This paper reports on 265 articles from 1972-2014,
excluding 2 papers published in early 2015.
Categories for review were predetermined and iteratively reviewed by both researchers. All articles
were reviewed and coded by one researcher. From each paper, the following information was recorded
in an Excel database; Author(s), year, keywords, title, journal, journal discipline, conference proceeding
(y/n), lead author’s institution, geographic scale of research, continent of area of study, country of area
of study, cities used in research, research questions, type of study (conceptual/ empirical), methods
used, quantitative vs. qualitative, variables measured, result highlights, gaps identified, sustainability
discourse (y/n).The database was then uploaded to IBM SPSS, cleaned, and recoded where necessary
(e.g. transformation of categorical variables to allow for analysis). Descriptive statistics were used to
explore the dataset. This paper sketches the landscape of urban freight literature from 1972-2014, and
presents the trends emerging from the published literature over this time using both quantitative and
qualitative approaches.
RESULTS
Trends 1972-2014
The research commenced with an examination of the trends in frequencies and places of publication.
The acceleration of interest in urban freight movements in the last decade is presented in Figure 1.
There is an increasing trend in the number of publications, with a more significant increase since the late
2000’s. Since 2004 there have been annual publications on urban freight issues, prior to this there was,
on average, one publication each year, however there were several years without any publications
included in the review. During the two years from 2012 to 2014, more publications on urban freight
topics were produced than in any ten year period since 1972. Over 90% of urban freight articles have
been published since 2002. By frequency, the number of publications in the 2002-2011 and 2012-2014
timeframes are substantially higher than the earlier 10 year periods (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 1 A graph presenting the year of publication for reviewed articles and papers.

The systematic review found that of the 265 publications, 53% (n=141) were journals articles and 47%
(n=124) were conference papers. Papers were published in a range of disciplinary and thematic journals
and conference proceedings. Many of the conference papers were published through Elsevier’s Procedia
open-access publication. The majority of the conferences were discipline-specific, particularly relating to
engineering (e.g. International Congress and Exposition on Noise Control Engineering), or regional
transport conferences (e.g. Australasian Transport Research Forum). There was also some evidence of
thematic conferences such as the International Conference on Urban Transport and the Environment.
The analysis also showed consistency between types of academic outputs. When accounting for
conference papers and journal articles separately, we found that both had seen increases in numbers of
publications since the early 2000’s, with clear annual variability (Figure 3). Prior to 2000 there appears to
have been little by way of conference papers on urban freight topics, and a marked increase from the
turn of the millennium. This trend could be the result of the increasing number of transport and
transport-related conferences worldwide, and propensity to require full conference paper submission.
Peaks in conference papers may be associated with the occurrence of large, international conferences.
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FIGURE 2 A graph presenting the publication by decade in frequency.

FIGURE 3 A graph presenting the publications from 1972-2014 separated between conference paper
publications and journal article publications.
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This provides evidence of the growing interest in this research domain, but could also reflect the
increase in academic publishing more broadly, particularly emerging from the Global South (King, 2004).
In order to assess the geographic focus of urban freight research, we gathered data on the spatial scale
and geographic areas of empirical research. Our analysis provided little evidence of research emerging
from or focusing on the Global South. Within the sample, Europe and North America received the
greatest attention. The research found that while Oceania and North America were popular areas of
study in the period 1972-2000, this has shifted to a focus on European case studies since 2001 (Figure 4).
Africa was also represented in the early papers (1972-2000) but only in one paper since that time. A
small growth trend was identified for research focusing on urban freight in Asia. In terms of individual
countries, Italy (n=36), Australia (n=27), the USA (n=25), and France (n=22), have received the greatest
focus (Figure 5). This concurs with Rome (n=15) and Melbourne (n=6) as the most highly researched
cities, respectively. The city-scale of analysis has proven to be the most popular for urban freight
literature (n=141), followed by a greater, yet still sub-national scale approach (n=32, e.g. regional –
prefecture, county or state), then multi-city (n=23), multi-national (n=23) and national (n=21).

FIGURE 4 A graph presenting the continent of area of study across four time periods.
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FIGURE 5 A graph depicting the continent under examination in reviewed literature.

The review found that a significant proportion of the published literature presents empirical research
(n=178, 67%), 32% present conceptual findings and 1% use an alternative approach (e.g. historical
analysis). Of the 178 articles presenting empirical research, 57% (n=101) employed a quantitative
research approach, 32% (n=57) used mixed methods, and 11% (n=20) adopted a qualitative approach.
The small number of qualitative papers is largely reflective of the transport field in general, which has
historically had a quantitative-bias in terms of research approaches (Curl & Davison, 2014). There is,
however, evidence of increasing application of a qualitative approach within our sample.
There were wide ranging methods adopted in this sample. These included; social research (e.g. surveys,
interviews, focus groups, and workshops), internet/ desk based document analysis, modelling, and
policy analysis. The methods used in the total reviewed articles (n=265) frequently incorporated
multiple methods (n=111), or modelling (n=73), and these accounted for nearly 70% of all methods.
Multi-method approaches included, for example: modelling, traffic counts and interviewing, or focus
groups, surveys and stated choice experiments.
Keywords used in the publication provided an indication of the key themes as determined by the
authors of the publications. Modelling of urban freight movements emerged as the central theme of the
reviewed literature, followed by logistics and planning, policy measures and sustainability. The most
commonly cited keywords or terms selected by the author(s) for their publications included; city
logistics (76), urban freight transport (49), urban freight (46), freight transport (22), urban freight
distribution (16), management (15), logistics (13), sustainability (13), simulation (11), urban transport
(10). Our analyses found that 75 different journals were used to publish the urban freight articles, with
no dominant outlet for this research which could reflect the diversity of disciplines and approaches
contributing to this literature. The most frequently identified journal was the Transportation Research
Record (n=16), followed by European Transport (n=12), Research in Transportation Business and
Management (n=12), and the Journal of Transport Geography (n=8).

Trends 2009-2014
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For the second stage of analysis, the data were divided into four time periods; 1972-2000, 2001-2008,
2009-2011, 2012-2014. These periods were selected to account for the rapid growth in urban freight
literature from 2010 onwards, compared to the earlier period. After analysing the variables with the
four groups, 2009-2011 and 2012-2014 were analysed separately as these two time periods account for
73% of the sample.
Across the time periods, we found a preference for single city-scale research, but a greater proportion of
earlier papers (1972-2000 date range) also adopted national-scale and regional-scale research.
Conversely, multi-city comparisons had greater application between 2001-2008 and 2012-2014. Figure
6, which presents findings from the 2009-2011 and 2012-2014 date ranges, suggests only minor
variations in the geographic scale of the research published on urban freight across the two time
periods. There is however, a slight increase in multi-city research in the 2012-2014 time period.

FIGURE 6 A graph depicting the geographic scale of research for 2009-2011 and 2012-2014

The trend in methodology across the four time periods indicated a stable preference for empirical
studies (approximately 60%) over conceptual research (approximately 40%), with only small variations
between the four time periods. There is some evidence of a growing preference for journal article
publications over conference proceedings. This might be explained by the frequency of conferences and
the subsequent development of journal articles from conference papers, or the research assessment
exercise (e.g. REF in UK, PBRF in NZ) and their prioritisation of journal publications over conference
papers.
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FIGURE 7 A graph presenting the findings of the question: Was the publication from a conference proceeding?
For the 2009-2011 and 2012-2014 data.

The review found an increase in both quantitative and qualitative research on urban freight in the 20122014 period when compared to the 2009-2011 period. This increase was offset by a decline in the
percentage of mixed method papers in the 2012-2014 period.

FIGURE 8 A graph depicting the method used for the 2009-2011 and 2012-2014 data.

Recent focus on sustainability
Thirty five of the reviewed articles were specifically focused on environmental issues. These were
identified through the inclusion of ‘sustainability’, ‘sustainable’, ‘low carbon’, ‘efficiency’, ‘energy’,
‘environment’, ‘carbon dioxide’ and/or ‘greenhouse gas’ in the title or keywords. The researchers
assessed the context of these words where appropriate to ensure the application of the term was
consistent with environmental sustainability goals. Sustainability research accounted for 13% of the
total sample of reviewed articles.
The review provides evidence of growth in published research examining the environmental
sustainability and environmental impacts of urban freight movements that is largely consistent with the
trend of all urban freight publications. In the 1972-2000 time period, nearly 80% of urban freight
publications had no relation to sustainability. The 2001-2008 and 2009-2011 present a similar trend with
roughly 50% of publications having no sustainability focus, but the remaining 50% with ‘somewhat’ or a
clear sustainability outcome to the research (Figure 7). The most recent time period, 2012-2014,
presents a clear change trend, with over 40% of research focused on the sustainability aspects of urban
freight, a significant increase from the earlier time periods.
The earliest urban freight publication specifically focused on the sustainability of the industry or related
issues was published in 1991 (Ter Brugge, 1991). Published in Studies in Environmental Science, Ter
Brugge stressed the importance of logistics, telematics and information technology, transport
technologies and urban planning of the built environment in order to decrease energy consumption and
environmental impacts of urban freight delivery; themes that are still evident in the more recent
literature, and which emerged from the following thematic review.
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FIGURE 9 A graph depicting the literature in sample exploring sustainability discourse, across four time periods.

Qualitative review of sustainability themes
The sustainability-focused articles are being published through both conference papers (n=17) and
journal articles (n=18). Twenty-one of the papers present empirical research, and of those, 10 used a
mixed method approach, 8 quantitative and 3 qualitative methods. There is a European-bias within this
sub-section of the reviewed literature, with 71% (n=25) of sustainability focused research examining
European context and case studies. 49% of the articles are focused on a city scale. The overriding
themes examined by the sustainability research included: transport policy, logistics and system
management. In order to increase the sustainability of urban freight, it has been argued that logistical
innovation, technological improvements and regulatory or policy measures are required (Pede et al.,
2006; Quak, 2012). The following presentation and discussion will be structured around six broad
themes emerging from the review: natural resources and environmental impacts, technological
innovations, policy, behaviour, cooperation, collaboration and combined measures, and shared
outcomes.
Natural resources and environmental impacts
The resource dependency and environmental impacts of the current system of urban freight delivery
presents one theme emerging from the sustainability literature. For instance, Figliozzi (2011) highlighted
that range of factors that contribute to emissions including levels of congestion, duration of congested
conditions, and the variance between free-flow, optimal, and congested speeds (Figliozzi, 2011).
However the negative environmental impacts from urban freight are not solely related to GHG
emissions. They also include localised air pollution in urban centres, and the dependence of the freight
industry on oil-based products. The oil dependence of the current transport system, and the peaking of
world oil production, led Aftabuzzaman and Maloumi (2011) to argue that urban freight movements will
be particularly disrupted by increasing fuel prices as oil becomes increasingly scarce. Since freight
movements are uniquely dependent on heavy vehicles, they argue that “it will fail to perform its
principal objectives of facilitating access to essential life-saving products and supporting business activity
and employment” (p.700). Thus the literature around natural resources and environmental impacts
encourage a breadth of thought beyond carbon emissions, and seeks to highlight the potential
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implications of the current transport system. These literatures can help to contextualise the need for a
low-carbon transition, and the role of the freight industry within it.
Technological innovations
Technological innovations were highlighted throughout the reviewed literature as a mechanism for
change not only relating to low-carbon technologies (e.g. electric vehicles) but also the use of
Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) for efficiency gains. For instance, the use of ICT to
increase route efficiency was highlighted by Arvidsson (2013) along with the value of efficiency gains
along the supply chain. Similarly, the application of mobile devises (e.g. smartphones and tablets) to
assist traffic control systems, and thereby reduce the negative impacts of the current transport system,
was discussed by Iwan et al. (2014) who argued that the provision of real time information on traffic
flows can aid decision-making, improve traffic flow and reduce congestion contributing to deceased fuel
consumption and resultant emissions. Sustainable logistics systems may also provide opportunities to
reduce costs, distances and emissions through the use of bicycle couriers and the bundling of
consignments (Knaak, Kruse, & Page, 2006). Nevertheless, in terms of the value of telematics for
efficiency and emission reduction, Walker and Manson (2014) provided evidence to suggest that
telematics may not always result in increased efficiency of urban logistics. Indeed the topography of an
urban environment may provide an important contingency factor in how and when to use telematics for
this purpose.
Electric vehicles (EVs) have been proposed as a technological response to freight-transport emissions,
yet operational range present challenges for their utility (“range anxiety”). With data from Amsterdam,
van Duin et al.(2013) considered the opportunities and constraints for using EVs in the context of urban
freight delivery. They find that electric trucks will become competitive at the point at which operational
cost savings overcome the relatively higher initial purchase price of the vehicle. van Duin et al. (2013)
concluded that, as a part of a broader urban consolidation concept, the current generation of EVs have
the capacity to “perform urban freight transport efficiently (19% reduction in vehicle kilometres) and
meanwhile has the capability to improve air quality in the city centre due to the use of electric vehicles as
well as reduce the CO₂ emissions for making the same deliveries and pick-ups in Amsterdam by 90%, and
reduce noise nuisance in the inner cities of our (future) towns” (p.16). Trams and Electric Distribution
Vehicles (EDVs) have also been proposed as new modes for urban delivery, with the capacity to reduce
road congestion, noise pollution and emissions (Arvidsson & Browne, 2013).
Policy
General transport policy planning is highly applicable to the context of freight transport (Lindholm &
Blinge, 2014).The capacity for policy measures to contribute to urban sustainability objectives was
analysed by Anderson et al. (2005). Four measures; low emission zones, congestion charging, vehicle
weight restrictions, and vehicle access time restrictions were found to impact upon freight companies in
different. In other words, no one measure affected all freight delivery companies the same in terms of
its cost to the company or on the environmental impact of delivery. Since there are highly specific
geographic and built environment contexts that determine how freight operates in any particular
location, policymakers need to be aware of and account for this variability in their transport planning
(Anderson et al. 2005). The importance of including freight transport in broader transport policy making
was highlighted by Lyons et al. (2012). Using the case of Mexico, Lyons et al. (2012) reported
consequences of the non-inclusion of freight in planning as; trucks travelling on unsuitable roads or in
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residential zones, longer routes (and thereby increased emissions), relocation of freight facilities, and
increasing logistics costs and product prices. In sum, it appears from the literature that freight can be
overlooked in transport policy, but with increasing demand for freight services, this could have dire
consequences for sustainability and carbon emissions.
Behaviour
In general, efficiency measures relating to urban freight focus on driver efficiency and vehicle efficiency
(Arvidsson et al., 2013). The capacity of these efficiency gains to provide financial savings for freight
drivers was argued to be particularly attractive. Nevertheless, there is little explicit engagement with
either freight drivers (e.g. through social research methods), nor consumer behaviours (e.g. increasing
demand for delivery) in the reviewed urban freight literature. While technologies are a central theme in
the literature, the adoption of these technologies has not been examined to date. These present
significant gaps in the current literature, and barriers to achieving environmentally sustainable urban
freight delivery.
Cooperation, collaboration and combined measures
The need for cooperation between freight operators was identified by Pede et al. (2006), who argued
that the current model of individualised city logistics, contributes to inefficient systems of distribution.
Nevertheless, best practice examples were presented by Quak (2012), and these include network
collaboration, decoupling at the border of the city centre, along with technical approaches including
engine solutions, reduced noise pollution, and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)/ ICT. Integration of
land use and transport planning, and the uptake of alternative fuels and vehicles were identified by
Aftabuzzman and Maloumi (2011) as opportunities for urban freight to address its carbon intensity and
dependence. This was supported by Alessandrini et al. (2012) who provided evidence of rail used to
transfer urban freight deliveries from consolidation areas on the periphery of the urban centre. This
multi-modal distribution approach can reduce road-traffic congestion and associated CO₂ emissions.
Moreover replacing current hub-oriented approaches to urban freight delivery with a “Fixed Exchange
Point” system can better relates to urban courier’s actual work-sharing mechanisms, whilst also enabling
greater ecological improvements (Knaak et al. 2006).
Measures including bundling of delivery goods (e.g. inner city logistics centre, permits and restrictions
for delivery vehicles, contact between businesses to stimulate bundling), guiding routes for good
delivery, and the use of clean vehicles were used in the CIVITAS initiative, across a series of European
cities, with variable success (van Rooijen & Quak, 2014). In comparison to other types of mobility, the
CIVITAS project found that urban freight mobility was relatively difficult to promote sustainable policies
and practices. The competitiveness of the marketplace was identified as a reason for this, contributing
to a lack of coordination across the industry. Yet successful implementation of the measures requires
private business cooperation. Thus major changes are difficult to initiate without a history of
cooperation and trust amongst industry players (van Rooijen & Quak, 2014). Moreover, an example of a
relatively successful urban consolidation centre is provided by van Rooijen and Quak (2010).
“Binnenstadservice.nl” in the Dutch city of Nijmegen has reduced the number of freight vehicles
entering the city, and kilometres travelled. Yet the local impacts appear to be of greater success for
safety than air pollution. Nevertheless, a reduction on kilometres travelled will result in reduced
emissions with positive implications for climate change.
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Shared outcomes
The review provided evidence of an interest in interweaving environmental sustainability objectives
with social sustainability (e.g. liveability) and customer satisfaction. For example, the ability to address
both social and environmental sustainability is examined by Arvidsson (2013), and moves to make urban
spaces safer and more liveable, might also contribute to negative environmental impacts. An example of
this relates to load factors, which may increase due to access restrictions in some urban areas, and
contribute to negative externalities. The ability to interweave sustainability objectives (e.g. emission
reductions) with customer satisfaction is identified by Akyol and de Koster (2013), who argue that
efficiency in terms of delivery times and reduced travel times can contribute to reduced emissions,
decrease congestion and retailer satisfaction. Thus efficiency in terms of delivery times can have
tangible environmental and business benefits. These findings identify opportunities to engage with the
fright industry to promote low-carbon, environmentally sustainable options.
DISCUSSION & RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The first part of this paper presents a description of the structure of urban freight literature, based on a
review of 265 journal articles and conference papers from 1972-2014. It provides evidence of the
growing interest in the delivery of urban freight. Whether the rapid increase in published articles on
urban freight and the sustainability of freight since 2012 is indicative of academic publishing trends
more broadly is unclear. For instance, it has been reported that not only are journal publications
increasing, but so too are the range of outputs including full conference papers (Larsen & von Ins, 2010).
Nevertheless, there is evidence of increasing real-world trials dedicated to improving urban freight and
city logistics (Browne, Allen, Nemoto, Patier, & Visser, 2012) and an increasing focus on the
sustainability of urban freight.
In the introduction to this paper, we presented two general hypotheses, prior to a more general
discussion and interpretation of the findings, we briefly return to these hypotheses:
H¹ = A wide variety of disciplines are interested in, and actively researching the delivery of
freight goods in urban spaces and that the growth in freight deliveries will result in increased
academic attention over time.
Our results suggest that a variety of disciplines are interested in the urban freight industry, and provide
a wide range of empirical data to examine an array of phenomena. Despite little evidence of
interdisciplinary approaches to examine urban freight, there is a clear growth trend in urban freight
literature since the late 2000’s, and there is no evidence of this trend slowing in the short to medium
term.
H² = The growth of freight delivery coupled with increasing awareness of the need for CO₂
reductions (both in general and specifically related to transport) will stimulate attention to the
environmental impacts of urban freight delivery, evidenced by an increase in quantity and scope
of publications.
Our results find evidence of increasing interest in the sustainability of the urban freight industry, its
impacts on global climate change, and the implications of dependence on finite resources (e.g. oil) for
security in supply and price volatility. Nevertheless, this literature is still in its infancy, and needs more
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focused attention, drawing from the established literatures on transport and the environment more
generally.
Along with the quantitative review, this paper presented the findings of a qualitative review of 35
publications that were explicitly related to the environmental sustainability and carbon intensity of the
urban freight industry. In presenting these findings, six overarching themes were identified. There
appears to be an overrepresentation of technological and policy responses to the environmental
impacts of urban freight. The clear necessity to lower the energy intensity of freight (MJ/tonne km), and
fuels (CO₂e/MJ) in order to address the carbon emissions from the freight industry can be achieved
through enhanced vehicle performance, loading factors, the deployment of new vehicles, and the
substitution of oil-based products with alternatives including biofuels and electricity (Sims et al., 2014).
The review shows academic interests across logistics, policy, and technological advancements,
particularly the use of ICT and ITS. Yet there was little by way of behavioural research into the adoption
of technologies, demand-side expectations and aspirations for freight delivery, and engagement with
urban freight actors.
From the literature included in this review, the use of ‘smart technologies’ appears to be limited to
improving traffic flows and reducing congestion through ‘mobility management’, yet there are a range
of applications for which smart technologies could provide clear sustainability benefits for the freight
industry. These include new business models and approaches to freight delivery such as ‘Deliveroo’ in
the UK. These businesses are returning to low-carbon modes (e.g. bicycle) to offer a fast alternative to
traditional vehicle delivery systems, whilst also increasing the range of deliverable freight goods. The
capacity of these niche operations to radically change the urban freight delivery system warrants further
investigation.
This review provides evidence of a Global North bias to urban freight research to date. This is frequently
the case with transport/ mobilities literature (Kwan & Schwanen, 2016), and wider academic publishing.
Yet with intensifying patterns of consumption in many emerging economies and saturation of key
transport infrastructure, it becomes increasingly important to examine urban freight delivery systems
beyond the Global North. Moreover, the academic focus on a small number of urban centres (e.g. Rome,
Melbourne), overlooks spatial differences in the provision of urban freight and the lived experiences of
those involved in urban freight delivery.
There appears to be little coherence across the sustainability research, much of which is focused on
highly disciplinary perspectives. In order to respond to the challenge of deep GHG emission reductions in
the urban freight industry, a collective conversation across and beyond disciplines is required,
incorporating both short and long term strategies (Sims et al., 2014). There is little evidence of
engagement with wide ranging industry actors, and a relative dearth of research adopting qualitative
research approaches compared to other approaches. Moreover, behavioural approaches including
engagement with patterns of production and consumption, and uptake of new low-carbon technologies
and/or practices are not evident from this review. This could point to a need for increased local-scale, indepth research engaging with a range of actors. While there are lessons that can be learnt across spatial
scales, the local scale complexities need to be incorporated into low-carbon responses.
CONCLUSIONS
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This review provides evidence of the growing attention paid to urban freight movements, across
multiple disciplines, but with a Global North-bias. It also indicates a lack of attention to behavioural
approaches to achieving more environmentally sustainable urban freight movements. The
Anthropocene demands closer scrutiny into the impacts of human behaviours on the Earth. Transportrelated GHG emissions are significant, and a low-carbon transition for the urban freight industry will
require new ways of thinking about production, consumption and delivery of goods. The review
presented in this paper highlights the need for greater diversity in terms of case study areas to include
the Global South and emerging economies, particularly where saturated transport infrastructure and
issues relating to air quality demand urgent attention. The evidence suggests that while there is a
relatively coherent dialogue across the literature, disciplinary-siloes, and discipline specific conferences
and journals may be limiting cross-fertilisation of ideas, concepts and strategies.
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